APPENDIX A.

- Map of RTD Service area by typology
- Map of RTD Stations and stops by typology
This appendix shows two maps of the RTD region. The first map shows the RTD FLM typologies geographically across the entire region. The second map shows each RTD transit service location and their associated FLM typology.

These maps provide an overview of how the FLM typologies cover the RTD service area.

To find out what FLM typology your station or bus stop location falls into, please contact RTD.

**PERCENTAGE AND NUMBER OF STATIONS IN EACH TYPOLOGY**

- Urban Core - 2% (124)
- Urban - 12% (610)
- Suburban Mixed - 46% (2,382)
- Suburban Residential - 37% (1,917)
- Rural - 3% (157)
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Stops/Stations

Typology

- Urban Core - 2% (124)
- Urban - 12% (610)
- Suburban Mixed - 46% (2,382)
- Suburban Residential - 37% (1,917)
- Rural - 3% (157)

RTD Stations/Stops by FLM Typology